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Chairman’s letter 
Dear Fellow Owner,

As I am writing this it is only nine weeks 
to Christmas I can’t believe how quickly 
time passes. It has been an extremely busy 
year for your Committee, Resort Solutions, 
Rachel and her onsite team. 

I have just returned from a holiday at Las 
Calas. The resort was looking great and 
this is reflected in yet again receiving 
the RCI gold crown award and Dial an 
Exchange’s ‘Resort of Excellence’. We 
are also rated as the top destination 
in Lanzarote on Trip advisor. A great 
achievement by Rachel and her onsite 
team.  Whilst on site I met a senior figure 

in the Timeshare industry who was staying 
at our resort for a holiday. To say he was 
impressed was an understatement.  It is so 
good to know that our home in the sun is a 
great place to be.

We were invited to a seminar organised 
by Dial an Exchange. Ruth from the 
Committee attended on the Committee’s 
behalf. It was attended by 29 other 
independent timeshare clubs, all facing 
similar challenges. It was good to note  
that we at Las Calas have addressed all  
the issues facing the industry and are  
well ahead of the game compared to  
other clubs.



Our financial position still remains strong 
even with the new challenges we have 
faced this year. The tax issue re Lumsden 
is still on-going and we are still awaiting 
communication from the local tax authority.

With these challenges in mind we are 
still looking to save further costs. To 
this end we are going to a new format 
regarding the AGM notice and the AGM 
minutes. Owners will only receive the 
resolutions & voting papers by post. The 
full The AGM notice, AGM minutes and 
all other information will be published on 
the Las Calas owners secure website. 
This will save us a substantial amount 
on our postage bill.  A paper copy will be 
available if required but this will need to be 
requested through Resort Solutions. This 
new way of communicating will commence 
with next year’s AGM notice pack. I am 
also sorry to say that the Committee has 
decided to suspend the Scottish and North 
of England information meeting for the time 
being. Whilst we know this meeting has 
been useful for our owners in the North, 
it is not a constitutional requirement and 
the meeting costs the Club more than the 
AGM. In this current climate the Committee 
cannot justify the additional costs.

Despite all of the above, we still continue 
to invest in our resort. We have completed 
the works to rectify the water ingress 
problem into the leisure centre. The rear 
of 361 has been retiled and is now a 
substantial area that we can put to good 
use. We can now start to look at our plans 
for the leisure centre. Any changes are 
subject to funds being available - I will 
keep you informed of the progress.

We continue to sell owners and club 
owned weeks. Dee has settled into her 
new role very well and both she and Tracey 
are making excellent progress in selling 
the five year deal as well as conventional 
weeks.  We are aware however that we 
have an increasing number of floating 
weeks available which are not selling. The 

Committee are looking at ways to resolve 
this issue and we may consider changing 
some of the floating weeks to fixed weeks. 
I will keep you informed of any proposals. 
Don’t forget you can earn £50 if you 
refer a new owner to our resort and they 
purchase a week. Rentals remain very 
strong although we are concerned that 
the demand may drop once the Eastern 
Mediterranean resorts start to come back 
as a desirable holiday destination.

F&B 

Karen has made a good start in her new 
role, coming up with some good ideas, 
such as offering catering for parties, 
wedding anniversaries etc. This has proved 
very popular. Karen has lots of other ideas 
and it will be interesting to see progress 
over the next few months in what is, a 
challenging department.  I’m sure she will 
welcome all our support. I ate in 361 when 
on site and found the food very good.

We continue to have a strong presence 
on social media. Posting on our Facebook 
page is on a daily basis and the page is 
professional and well liked. There is lots of 
information about the resort and Lanzarote 
as well as fun pictures of people enjoying 
their holidays. We have many responses to 
our posts. Please play an active role.

We have updated our website and will 
continue to maintain these valuable and 
important sites. 

Sorry, a bit of a moan now. We have had a 
few complaints about disruptive behaviour 
on site. This has been caused by large 
groups on site as well as over reaction from 
some adults. Can I ask that we all show 
respect to each other.  We all want different 
things from our holiday. We just need to be 
mindful of others on site. In extreme cases 
the Committee will, and have, taken away 
ownership of individuals who do not respect 
others. Remember it is a family resort and 
we are all there to enjoy ourselves.

Moan over!



Club Las Calas AGM 

The 2019 Annual 
General Meeting 
for Club Las 
Calas will take 
place on Sunday 

9th June starting at 1:00pm.  
The meeting will once again 
be held at The Three Swans 
Hotel, Market Harborough, 
Leicestershire.
This year Phil Jennings is due to retire by 
rotation and he has decided not to stand 
for another term.  This means that there will 

be a vacancy on the committee.  

If any owner wishes to stand for election 
to the Committee, nominations must be 
received by the Committee at the Resort 
Solutions address by Monday 11th 
March 2019, together with details of the 
proposer and seconder as required by 
the Constitution of the Club.  Owners are 
reminded that following the change in the 
Club Constitution, an owner from any part 
of the resort can stand for election.

Resort Solutions can be contacted for 
further information.  The formal notice 
and any additional information will be sent 
closer to the date.

9

We have a new Committee member - John 
Graham. He is settling in well.  I think he 
will become another great member of your 
Committee.

Phil has decided not to stand for re-election 
next year. I will miss him greatly. He has 
been a major asset and has made many 
valuable contributions to our meetings.

SO, WE HAVE A VACANCY. Ever thought 
of becoming a Committee member? If so 
we need you. It would be good to see more 
than one person on the ballot sheet. Please 
seriously consider whether you would like to 
help keep our resort the excellent place that 
it is. We would love to have you on board.

I said our financial position is strong. We 
have still not passed on the full impact of 
the devaluation of the pound when the 
Brexit vote was announced. We have been 
prudent again this year and you can see 
yet again we have managed to keep the 
maintenance fee increase to a reasonable 
level.  We still have some of the lowest 
maintenance fees in Europe.  As of the 1st 
January 2019 the utility fee will increase 
from €20 to €25. Owners will continue to 

receive the full amount back in the form 
of the voucher which can be spent in the 
bars. These moderate increases will allow 
us to upgrade the gym and also replace 
some of the hot water tanks, whilst still 
building up the longterm fund.

Finally, I would like to pass on my thanks to 
Rachel and her onsite team who do such 
a tremendous job for us on site. My thanks 
also go to Resort Solutions for managing 
our resort on a day to day basis. Brad and 
Vicky and their team offer an excellent 
service to us all. A big thank you to my 
fellow Committee members who offer a 
dedicated and professional approach to all 
the challenges that we face. I am proud to 
be part of an excellent team.

Have a great Christmas and happy New 
Year hope to see you on site soon. The 
Committee site visit will be during March 
2019 if you are on site come and say hello.

Kind regards

Mike West 
Chairman of Las Calas on behalf of the 
Committee.



The North of Lanzarote according to Tracy!

Tracy admits to being slightly biased about 
the beauty of the north of Lanzarote.

Tracy suggests on your next visit to hire a 
car for the day to discover the beauty of 
the unspoilt north of Lanzarote. You can 
visit two of the island’s most interesting 
attractions, and discover little lagoons 
& coves, with the purest white sand and 
the bluest ocean water. It’s the opposite 
of Puerto Del Carmen and provides a 
wonderful, tranquil oasis in the midst of 
any holiday visit.

Cueva de Los Verdes  
– The Green Caves
As the name suggests, it’s a cave! It was 
formed during the very early eruptions 
on the island, and it is one of the world’s 
most extensive lava tunnels, running 6 KM 
from the corona to the ocean. In previous 
times the inhabitants of the island used the 
natural tunnel to escape pirates.

The section of lava tunnel which is open 
to visitors comprises of various galleries 
and small guided tours depart regularly.  
You can learn something of the history, 
see spectacularly coloured rock, which is 
beautifully lit, and look out for one of the 
world’s great optical illusions!

Jameos del Agua – The Water Caves
Built by Cesár Manrique, the Jameos del 
Agua is at the ocean end of the tunnel, and 
has an amazingly clear lake in it inhabited 

by blind albino crabs, found nowhere 
else in the world. At the centre, there is 
a fabulous swimming pool built in the 
“Jameo” style, and an auditorium where 
concerts are played, using the amazing 
natural acoustics of the cave. As you leave, 
walk down to the end of the car park to 
look at the ocean, where the lava flowed 
out to sea. 

Now it’s time to head to the secret white 
beaches! Continue north along the coast 
road towards Órzola and within a few 
minutes, you will start to see a series of 
pure white sandy beaches, protected by 
natural lava reefs, in little coves. There are 
car parks for most of them on your left, so 
park up and go and have a look. You don’t 
need shoes, as the sand is so soft. 

Heading towards Orzola 
– Caletón Blanco
The sheltered and shallow beach of 
Caletón Blanco is popular with local 
families. This beach is accessed via a 



dirt track leading off on the right as you 
approach Órzola. Simply park your car 
next to the beach and pick your spot.

The water is shallow and amazingly clear, 
you can enjoy rock pooling and paddling 
here, this place is always a winner with 
young children who are mesmerised by 
the fish to be found swimming around their 
feet.

Once you’ve enjoyed a paddle or a swim, it 
will be time to get some lunch!

Órzola 
Órzola is Lanzarote’s northern most village, 
and provides all the communication links 
with the island of La Graciosa, there are 
regular ferries running from the harbour 
here over to Caleta del Sebo.

There’s a great choice of restaurants facing 
on to the harbour area in Orzola so it has 
to be fresh fish or paella when eating out 
in this location. Take a stroll along the 
main street and the promenade beside the 
harbour, the waiters are friendly, you can 
have a look at the specials boards and see 
which one tempts you.

Tracy’s favourite local fresh fish include 
dorada (sea bream), cherne (stone bass), 
lubina (sea bass) and vieja (parrot fish). 
The fresh fish of the day is usually cooked 
on the grill and served whole with flakes 
of toasted garlic and a squeeze of lemon. 
For something a little special look for the 
fish baked in salt, this is normally served 
in fillets at the table. A glass of chilled 
Lanzarote white wine is the perfect drink 

to enjoy with your lunch, but not for the 
designated driver!

On your drive back take the turn off for 
Punta Mujeres, this village has a selection 
of sea pools along the coastline and a slip 
way which is littered with pretty little fishing 
boats. 

The next village along is Arrieta, it’s worth 
a stop at the harbour here too, to see the 
“dolls house” it’s an unusual construction 
for the island’s strict planning laws and has 
an interesting history. If you’ve got time 
to spare, head for Playa La Garita it’s a 
fabulous locals beach, with golden sand, 
a pier, children’s play area, toilets and 
showers. The best part about this beach 
is the Chiringuito, an excellent beach bar 
serving tapas and drinks.

Then back to Las Calas for an enjoyable 
evening relaxing after an adventurous day 
exploring. Finish the day off with a lovely 
meal in 361 and a couple of drinks in 
Skyline.

Don’t forget Tracy is located in The Hub. 
Tracy will help you organise a fabulous 
holiday at Las Calas and show you the 
best way to see the beautiful Island of 
Lanzarote. See Lanzarote your way!

Car hire can be organised through RSL 
before you arrive or at reception whilst 
on site. The car hire company bring the 
car to Las Calas, where you fill out all the 
paperwork. They then pick the car up 
again from reception. Door to door service, 
so easy.



–

*T&C’s apply, subject to availability , includes Easter, new bookings only

Reunited after 50 Years!

Robert Ashley and Stephen Whitehurst had 
not seen each other for 50 years!

They had originally met at Congleton 
Secondary School aged 11 where they 
played football for the school team and 
went on to join Stoke City Football Club at 
the age of 14 years. They also played for 
Meadow Vale Football Club in Congleton 
until 1968. They had been really good 
friends, who just lost touch.

Robert and Steve have both owned at Las 
Calas since 2003. Both own at the same 
time, but their paths had never crossed 
until Skyline reunited them.

The meeting was a complete accident. 
Robert was watching the football in 
Skyline, whilst at the bar someone stole his 
seat. Steve invited him to sit with him, not 

knowing that the next half an hour would 
bring back some wonderful memories 
going back more than 50 years!! 

They both started talking about football 
and who they supported, as the 
conversation continued they realised that 
they went to the same school, lived around 
the corner from each other. Robert then 
asked Steve’s name, from this point on 
they knew that this was a special moment 
– two friends reunited – it was a very 
emotional moment and brought back so 
many memories for both of them. They 
then talked non-stop and promised never 
to lose touch with each other.

Las Calas is all about meeting new friends 
and old. Robert and Steve will now meet 
every year at Las Calas making new 
memories, year after year.



–

*T&C’s apply, subject to availability , includes Easter, new bookings only



Paying your invoice could not be simpler.

On the reverse side of your invoice you 
will find all options available to make your 
maintenance fee payment.  It is essential 
that you quote your Owner Number as a 
reference with every transaction made.  
You will find your Owner Number in the box 
at the top right-hand corner of your invoice.

Resort Solutions can assist Owners in 
paying their Maintenance Fees by spreading 
their payments by using Direct Debit.  There 
is a small administration fee of 5% of any 
fees owed taken in the first instalment for 
every year you elect to pay by this method.  
Simply return the completed Direct Debit 
Mandate enclosed with your Newsletter 
pack by 9th January 2019.

Once the Direct Debit is in place, you will 
not need to worry about your Maintenance 
Fees again.  Your completed Mandate will 
be carried over from one year to the next 

so there is no need to cancel and renew at 
the end of the year.  You will be notified of 
your annual Maintenance fee as usual in 
December. 

If you chose to pay your fees 
by Standing Order then please 
use your Owner number as the 
reference so we can track your 
payment(s).
.........................................................

Don’t forget you can also pay 
your fees at any time, 7 days a 
week on-line by visiting 
www.resort-solutions.co.uk  
.........................................................

We recommend that when using 
the pay on line facility, Owners 
check their bank statement before 
they call RSL with any queries.

How to Pay your Invoice 



Owning is Rewarding…

Just some of the reasons why owning at Las Calas is so great!
•	Fixed time ownership guarantees the apartment 

that you love, and which suits your needs.

•	Floating	time	ownership	gives	flexibility	to	those	
who need it.

•	Complimentary	sunbed	cushions	delivered	to	your	
apartment on request.

•	Complimentary	luggage	storage.

•	€25 utility credit to spend in the bars.

•	Access	to	cheaper	rental	fees	and	owner-only	
special offers.

•	Owner	referral	program,	rewarding	owners	for	
introducing new owners to the Club*.

*owners will receive a £50 credit against their maintenance fees when introducing a new owner to the 
Club. The £50 will be credited to the existing owner’s account upon completion of the sale.

Employee of the Year

The maintenance team this 
year have worked under some 
very difficult circumstances, 
some of their colleges have 
been off on long term sickness, 
but they have continued to keep 
the resort looking spectacular. 
So the maintenance team will be 
awarded the accolade of “Staff 
Members of the Year”

Led by Paco, Alex, Dani, Pedro, 
Jordi, Boni, Ricardo, Toni,  Juan, 
Jose and Marcial work hard to 
keep the expected standards 
of maintenance both inside the 
apartments and the communal 
areas, well done to a great team.

This year we have decided to honour a whole department rather 
than singling out one member of the team.



Why Timeshare?

Over the last 2 years Resort Solutions 
has started to see a renewed interest in 
timeshare ownership which has resulted 
in an increase in sales across a number of 
resorts.

Despite some of the more negative 
publicity which timeshare sometimes 
attracts, the truth is holiday ownership 
at resorts in desirable destinations, with 
reasonable annual maintenance fees, 
remains a very attractive proposition for 
holidaymakers.

Whilst it is true that many of today’s 
consumers want to experience new 
destinations, there is also something very 
comforting about returning to your “home 
from home” and enjoying friendships 
which have been built up over many years. 
Members also tell us that they love the 

knowledge that when taking friends and 
family to their resort, they know it will be 
of a consistently high quality, and the 
kids can play is a safe and family friendly 
environment.

Of course, excellent standards of 
maintenance and housekeeping is 
something which is expected, but 
Members are always quick to praise the 
wonderful staff on-site, some of whom 
are like family! It is very reassuring to have 
dedicated staff on-site, many of whom 
have worked at the resort for as long as 
members can remember, who are there to 
help when needed.

Although the quality of the resort and 
the value for money in relation to the 
maintenance fees are key factors when 
purchasing timeshare ownership, there is 

Ownership Options

GIfT IT
You can allow your (lucky!) friends and 
family to use your week(s). Just let Resort 
Solutions know prior to travel.

RENT IT
You can place your week(s) up for rent with 
Resort Solutions who will do their best to 
rent it out for you.

ExCHANGE IT
For just £70 per reservation you could 
exchange your week(s) for a different time 
of year through Resort Solutions’ internal 
exchange programme. You can book 
your internal exchange 12 months prior to 
occupancy.

SWAp IT
You can swap your timeshare to a different 
resort, in a different location through one of 
the exchange companies associated with 
your resort.

If you find that your holiday requirements 
change for the longer term, you can look at 
permanently exchanging your week(s) to a 
different apartment/ different time of year 
through Resort Solutions’ Part Exchange 
programme. For more information please 
contact Resort Solutions.

Whilst it is unusual for any members not to want to return to their beloved 
timeshare apartment, there may be years when life throws a spanner in the 
works! If you can’t travel back to your resort one year, what are the options?



also the all important “feeling” of being 
part of something rather special, safe in the 
knowledge that your apartment and week 
is always there for you no matter what else 
changes in the world around you.

For further information on 
ownership options and availability 
please contact Resort Solutions.

•		The	timeshare	industry	is	more	than	50	

years old.

..........................................................................................

•		Timeshare	owners	benefit	from	stronger	

consumer protection legislation than any 

other retail customer. Since 2011, the EU 

Timeshare Directive has placed stringent 

regulations on the way timeshare is sold, 

including a ban on the taking of any 

form of deposit, and a 14-day cooling off 

period after the signing of the contract 

for purchase.

..........................................................................................

•		There	are	more	than	1,300	resorts	in	

Europe.

..........................................................................................

•		If	you	can’t	use	your	timeshare	one	year,	

you can gift it to your family and friends, 

or rent it out through Resort Solutions.

 If you decide one year to seek a new 

adventure you can swap your week 

with one of the exchange companies 

associated with your resort 

www.dialanexchange.com

•		Several	prestigious	hotel	brands	have	
been offering timeshare for many years, 
including Hilton Hotels, Disney and 
Marriott. Many more are joining them.

..........................................................................................

•		In	response	to	customer	demand,	
short-term and trial ownerships have 
been developed so you can enjoy the 
timeshare lifestyle without making a 
lifelong commitment.

..........................................................................................

•		Industry-consumer	organisations,	such	
as the Resort Development Organisation 
(RDO) exist to offer advice, support and 
guidance to timeshare owners.

..........................................................................................

•		If	after	many	years	of	fabulous	holidays,	
the time has come to give up your 
timeshare, you should talk to your 
Committee or Resort Solutions about 
the various options. DO NOT BE TAKEN 
IN BY THE PROMISES OF A THIRD-
PARTY CLAIMS COMPANY AS YOU 
COULD END UP PAYING THOUSANDS 
OF POUNDS FOR NOTHING!

Timeshare facts:



Is Your Committee Calling?

Many members are perfectly happy to 
put their trust in their experienced, and 
well-respected Committee, but when a 
long-standing Committee member retires 
new blood is needed to ensure the Club 
continues to run efficiently on your behalf. 

A good Committee is essential to securing 
the long-term future viability of a Club and 
being a Committee member gives you the 
opportunity to influence the future of your 
Club, bring new ideas to the table and have 
your aspirations for the Club considered.

So, what does a committee member 
do? Essentially the 5 members meet 
around 4 times per year, usually in Market 
Harborough. The meetings generally last 
for a day. Every 18 months or so one of the 
meetings will be held in Lanzarote (over 
3 days), this is to allow the Committee 
to meet the Management team on site 
to better understand the issues facing 
the resort and work together with the 
Management team to find solutions to the 
issues. Other than that, commitment is 
needed to be able to respond to emails in 
a timely manner and be prepared, on odd 
occasions, to join a conference telephone 
call. In the meetings Committee members 
need to be prepared to contribute positively 
to discussions on the future of the Club. 
Travel and out of pocket expenses will be 
reimbursed by the Club, and you are sure 
to have some fun (and challenges) along 
the way!

Every year one member of the Committee 
retires by rotation. If they are still eligible to 

apply to continue in their role (in line with 
the constitution) they may choose to do 
so. In this case their application will stand 
alongside any new applicants. Sometimes 
a Committee member will choose to stand 
down permanently and in this case, it is 
vital that a new Committee member be 
appointed.

Committee members generally find the 
role rewarding and they feel able to give 
something back to the club and influence 
the future. Many Committee members 
have found their role more far-reaching 
than they initially anticipated. As to skills 
and background, a wide range of these 
are needed to ensure a good balanced 
Committee. It has to be remembered 
though that a Committee member’s major 
role is to ensure the future viability of the 
Club alongside representing club member’s 
views and needs.

There will be a vacancy on the Committee 
for 2019 following the retirement of Phil 
Jennings, so if you think you have some 
spare time to offer and would like to 
become more involved with the future of 
your Club, please contact your Committee 
Chairman or RSL for more information. 

If any owner wishes to stand for election 
to the Committee, nominations must be 
received by the Committee at the Resort 
Solutions address by Monday 11th 
March 2019, together with details of the 
proposer and seconder as required by the 
Constitution of the Club.



BEWARE!!

We continue to hear many stories of 
members being misled and paying over 
large amounts of money to legal claims 
and timeshare release companies.  Some 
of these stories are truly distressing and in 
the vast majority of cases could have been 
avoided if the members concerned had 
followed these simple rules and contacted 
their Committee or Resort Solutions before 
parting with their cash.

Timeshare Scam- the 
Golden Rules for Avoidance.
Rule 1: If you are cold called about 
timeshare, put the phone down!

Rule 2: There shouldn’t be one if you have 
followed rule 1! 

However, if you simply couldn’t resist the 
smooth tones and promises made to you, 
Rule 2 is absolutely do not part with any 
money! 

Rule 3: Contact your Committee and Resort 
Solutions to report the call.

Common untruths you 
might hear:
“I am calling on behalf of your Club” 
- they are not!
..........................................................................................

“As a thank-you for paying your 
maintenance fees I can you offer 
you bonus weeks for just £xx” 
- they will ask for your credit card details 
(see Rule 2!) and then you will never hear 

from them again.
..........................................................................................

“we will get you all the money back 
which you initially paid for your 
timeshare”
- they will ask for your credit card details 
(see Rule 2!) and then you will never hear 
from them again.
..........................................................................................

“your fees are higher than other 
resorts”
- this is not true, Las Calas has one of the 
lowest maintenance fees in Europe.
..........................................................................................

“your fees will be going up by £xx”
- they do not know what decisions are 
/ will be made with regards to future 
maintenance fee increases. The first 
time these decisions are communicated 
will be directly to members from the 
Committee.
..........................................................................................

Your Committee are dedicated to 
keeping all members up to date with 
information on the Club. If you are 
being given news you were not aware 
of (usually negative!!!), check it out with 
your Committee or Resort Solutions 
before believing what you are being told.

Remember - if it sounds to 
good to be true, it probably is!



food & Beverage Report

Well hello!  Most of you already know me 
but for those who haven’t had the pleasure, 
my name is Karen and I have been part of 
the Food & Beverage furniture here at Las 
Calas for 16 years. I have recently been 
promoted to Food & Beverage Supervisor 
and am absolutely loving the challenge!

We are so lucky to have such a fantastic 
team of talented chefs and attentive  
waiting and bar staff who are all  
committed to creating the best holiday 
atmosphere possible in both Skyline  
and Restaurant 361. 

We have mixed up the entertainment in 
Skyline a little this year and have had some 
great feedback about some of the new 
artists. We also introduced a children’s mini 
disco throughout the summer which proved 
to be a great success! You can keep up to 
date with all our entertainment on the Las 
Calas Facebook page.

We have also been trialling an extended 
Happy Hour from 6pm till 8pm every 
evening.

361 remains the go-to place for a lovely 
evening meal. We are trialling new ways 
to improve the ambiance of 361 to create 
an inviting and homely setting in which to 
enjoy some great food and service. The 
fantastic value 2 or 3 course menus are of 
course still available on certain nights and 
are consistently well supported.

The bespoke celebration packages have 
really taken off this year and we have had 
the pleasure of organising some fantastic 
celebrations! We tailor all events to suit 
individual requirements and budgets,  
so let us make your stay at Las Calas  
even more memorable by organising  
your special event.

The new terrace behind 361 is going to look 
amazing and we all have some fabulous 
ideas to utilise this area to its full potential.

Our mission is to create an environment 
where absolute guest satisfaction is our 
highest priority therefore ensuring that  
Las Calas continues to “Create a lifetime  
of holiday memories year after year”.  
We can only do this with your support so 
please make sure you continue to use the 
onsite bar and restaurant facilities.  
See you soon!!!!



Don’t Forget Your Holiday planner

None of us would take a holiday without a 
considerable amount of planning.

Resort Solutions also plan for your holiday 
to ensure it is everything you want it to 
be, but they can only do that with a little 
information from you; this is why sending 
your holiday planner in advance of your 
travel date is so important.

Please remember to check the start dates 
of your accommodation on your resort 
calendar or confirm with Resort Solutions 
before you travel!

Your planner is enclosed with your invoice 
and this newsletter and asks you to advise 
of your arrival times, request food packs 
and arrange any transfers from the airport.

If the resort knows your arrival time (and 
any requirements you may have) they will 
endeavour to have your apartment ready 
for you wherever possible.

It is also important to let Resort Solutions 
know if you are not intending to use your 
apartment.  

•	 If	you	are	sending	guests,	then	please	let	
RSL know the details so your Club can 
welcome them in the way that you would 
like them to be welcomed. 

•	 If	you	are	not	intending	to	travel	at	all	
then please let Resort Solutions know 
– they may be able to rent your week 
out for you. 

.........................................................

Whatever your 
plans, have a great 
holiday!
.........................................................



“Hub” or by email 


